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The author since undergraduate school seven years, has been concentrate on the 
study of vocal music performance major, in the process of learning, often come into 
contact with Tosti and related art song. His art songs not only in musical lyricism and 
has a prominent characteristics, but also because the beautiful melody, often causes 
the author singing and learning desire. So in the seven years, I learned more in 
Christie's art songs, including this paper as an example of a detailed analysis of " 
Marechiare i" and " A Vucchella ". 
In the practice process of the art song, I often have a lot of ideas and confusion 
hope is resolved, thus better to sing these songs, and the Internet singer left singing 
video audio data as now vocal music learners' most direct access to means of the 
solution and reference, has become the main objects of study, the writer that is the 
motivation of writing this article. 
This article, the author hope to a detailed analysis from four aspects, one, Tosti's 
life and his art song writing characteristics; Second, " Marechiare " and " A Vucchella 
" work analysis; Third, the singer singing data analysis; Four, analyzing how to sing 
well and art song. The four links of interlocking, Tosti's life and writing 
characteristics behind for three aspects of analysis provides the background and basis; 
" Marechiare " and " A Vucchella " behind the detailed analysis of two aspects 
provides research material; Analysis of data for the singer can more clearly 
understand and how to sing good Tosti and artistic songs; Finally summarized the 
front three aspects of analysis, and combined with the author himself in the process of 
learning experience and feelings, complete summary of how to better singing and art 
songs, and sing for more hope the singer of the art song, provide some views and 
opinions of their own, which is used to study and draw lessons from. 
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最后的时光留给了自己热爱的祖国，于 1916 年 12 月 2 日在罗马与这个世界做了
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